
The use ofcolor TV displays* (1 ) for diagnostic pur
poses in nuclear medicine has frequently been discussed
(2,3). One particular type of color display, the so-called
â€œheated-objectspectrum,â€•has proved useful in ultra
sound imaging (4,5). A recent study has shown that, for
a given observer, this display will produce a greater
â€œperceiveddynamic rangeâ€•than a gray-scale display,
i.e., there will be a greater number of â€œjustdiscernible
intensity levels,â€•where this parameter is well defined
(6). However, a comparison of both displays with 64
intensity or color levels,t using images of a series of liver
phantoms with areas of either increased or decreased
activity showed that in this case there was little to choose
between the methods (AE Todd-Pokropek, unpublished
data).

The object of this paper is to compare different dis
plays available on a particular (yet fairly standard) type
of TV. Color is produced by three guns (red, green, blue),
which may be fired at 16 intensity levels (0â€”15).Gray
is produced by firing the three guns at the same level.
Thus only I6 levels of gray are available out of a total of
4096 different color levels.
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The questions asked were:
1. Do the greater design variability available for color

displays, and the fact that more than 16color levels may
be used in a given display, increase diagnostic capabilities
when compared with 16-level (once-cycled) gray-scale
displays?

2. Is the â€œheated-objectspectrumâ€•an improvement
on existing displays?

3. Do important differences occur when different
organs are viewed?

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The method of superimposing computer-simulated
lesions onto images of normal organs has been described
previously (7,8). To investigate various processing and
display methods in scintigraphy, we have used a series
of 100 brain images (matrix size 64 X 64), 50 with single
spherical areas of increased activity superimposed, and
another of 100 liver images (64 X 64), 50 with single
spherical areas of decreased activity superimposed
(8â€”JO).One important omission from this survey,
however, was the comparison of several types of display
on a single color TV.

In the present study a 625-line color picture monitors
was used in the color mode. The luminances of the 16
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Four displays (pseudocolor mappings) available on a standard color TV are
compared using two series of images (100 normal brains and 100 normal livers)
with 50 computer-slmuiated iesions superimposed on each set. Four observers
viewed the sets of Images in such a way that the order of the dispiay methods for
both organs formed two orthogonal Latin squares. The observers were asked to 10-
cats and rate, on a standard scale, the most apparent area In each image, and
ROCanalysis was applied to the results.

The â€œheated-objectspectrumâ€•was shown to be a useful display for brain im
ages. It was also shown that the choice of display depends on the organ to be lm
aged.
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GEOGRAPHICALCOLOURDISPLAY
TABLE 1. ESTIMATED LUMINANCE

(BRIGHTNESS) OF EACH AVAILABLE GRAY
LEVEL ON THE COLOR TV MONITOR
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1.4
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HEATED-OBJECTSPECT@â€•@@

I
. Luminances <1 candela/rn2 not measurable on spot

meter.
N.B. Full imagearea illuminatedat 60 cm from spot FIG. 1. Si@ output,the levelat which each gun is fired, is shown

as a functionof countdensityfor â€œgeographicalâ€•andâ€˜heated-Object
spectrumâ€•displays.Blackenedregionscorrespondto all gunsfiring
at level 15, i.e., producingwhfte.â€œGeo@aphical'displayismade
upof fourdistinctphases:(a)blueonly;(b)greenonly;(c) redand
green only; and (d) red only; whereas â€œheated-objectspectrumâ€•
display is formed by activating and incrementing the level of each
gun at appropriate count density until it attains maximum level, at
which itremains.

the superimposed lesion is indicated by an arrow. The
intensity scale is shown as a bar underneath each
image.

The views were presented to four observers with varied
experience in nuclear medicine. Two of these were
clinicians and two were technicians. One from each
group had some previous experience of this type of cx
periment.

The observer viewed 100 images of a given organ and
display in two batches of 50 to lessen the effects of fa
tigue. The four displays of the brain images were pre
sented to the observers in orders forming a Latin square,
and subsequently the four displays of the liver images
were presented in orders forming a Latin square or
thogonal to the first. In this way the effects of observer
learning could be studied and effectively eliminated. For
each batch, the order of presentation of the images was
varied. For each view the observer was allowed to vary
the â€œeffectivedynamic rangeâ€•by altering the back
ground subtraction and saturation level until he was
satisfied that a decision could be made. The scintigrams
were viewed as an image of size 625 cm2, the screen
height being 27 cm. Although no restrictions on head

meter.

available gray levels were estimated using a spotmeter1l
and are shown in Table 1. Ambient light was well below
one candela/rn2. The luminance contributions of satu
rated red, green, and blue to white were estimated as 29,
58, and 13%, respectively, these values being in good
agreement with figures quoted by Pratt (1).

Four TV displays were assessed using both sets of
images. These were

1. Black-on-white: 16 levels of gray were used, white
corresponding to the lowest count-density range, black
to the highest.

2. White-on-black: similar to (1) but with the in
tensity scale reversed.

3. Geographical: for this fairly standard display, 50
levels were produced, through red, green, yellow, and
blue, by firing the guns as shown in Fig. 1 (upper histo
gram).

4. Heated-object spectrum: 30 levels were produced,
through red, orange, yellow,and white, by firing the guns
as shown in Fig. 1 (lower histogram).

In all four cases the two end levels could be varied by
the operator to produce any desired integral percentages
of background subtraction and saturation levelâ€”pro
vided, of course, that the latter exceeded the former. All
intermediate levels were linearly distributed with respect
to count density. The total range provided by these in
termediate levels will be called the â€œeffectivedynamic
range.â€•

Figure 2 shows typical brain and liver scintigrams
using the â€œwhite-on-blackâ€•display where, in each case,
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LROC SPREADSFORBRAINIMAGES
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FIG.3. LROCspreadsfor the four displaysusedfor brain images,
showing limits of LROCcurves for four observers.

groups were then plotted against each other for each
cumulative rating, i.e., 5,@ 4, 3, 2, 1. The curves
for the four observers were then combined to form an
LROC spread (11) in each case.

A points value was also obtained for each run from the
formula used in previous studies (8â€”10),i.e.: Points
3flTP(CL) â€”nTp(IL) â€”2nFp â€”50, where this value is first

calculated for each cumulative rating and the maximum
value then chosen.

RESULTS

LROC spreadscorrespondingto the various displays
for brain images are shown in Fig. 3. The points totals
for brains corresponding to the various runs are pre

50

40

FiG. 2. Typical brain (top) and liver scintigrams are shown using
â€œwhfte-on-blackâ€•display.Superimposedlesionis indicatedbyarrow
in each case.

movement were made, the observing distance was about
60 cm in all cases.

The observer was asked to rate the views with the
five-category scale used by other authors (11), in which
a rating of 5 corresponds to â€œlesionalmost definitely
presentâ€•and a rating of 1 to â€œlesionalmost definitely not
present,â€•with 2, 3, and 4 representing intermediate
classifications. The observer was also asked to indicate
the area of highest apparent abnormal uptake corre
sponding to this rating. His a priori knowledge was that
only single increased areas of activity were present in the
brain images and single decreased areas of activity in the
liver images, each with a probability of 0.5 per image.
Positional discrepancies of up to 20 and 27 mm were
allowed for brains and livers, respectively.

An LROC curve (12) was formed for each run, i.e.,
one observer viewing one display for one organ, by di
viding the results into true positive, correct location
(TP(CL)); true positive, incorrect location (TP(IL));
and false positive (FP). The numbers in the first and last

LROCSPREADSFORLIVERIMAGES
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FIG. 4. LROC spreads for four displays used for liver images,
showing limits of LROCcurves for four observers.
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Observer Black-on-white White-on-black Geographical Heated-object

TABLE 3.ANALYSIS OF VARIANCEUSINGPOINT TOTALSFORBRAINIMAGESSourceSum

of squaresDegrees of freedomVariance estimateFratioDisplay

Observer
Order
Residual1675.7

1745.2
150.2
842.43

3
3
6558.6

581.7
50.1

140.43.98

4.14
0.36Total4413.515
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TABLE 2. POINTS TOTALS FOR EACH RUN USING BRAIN IMAGES,W1Th ORDER OF
OBSERVATIONIN PARENTHESES

1
2

â€”25(1)
28(2)

â€”9(2) 2(3)
25(4)

29(4)
31(3)17(1)

3 0(3) 6(4) 9(1) 25(2)
4 15(4) 28(3) 7(2) 41(1)

Total 18 42 43 126

. The fourdisplayswere viewed by observers inorders forming Latinsquare as shown, each positioninorder of observation

appearing once and only once in each row or column.

spectively. In this case the interobserver effect does not
appear to be important, whereas the between-order and
between-display effects are significant at the 10% and
15% levels, respectively.

Following an argument similar to that for brain im
ages, the rms error of a single points value was estimated
as 9.5 and the points total for the â€œgeographicalâ€•display
was shown to be worse than the mean points total for the
other three displays at the 15%significance levelâ€”again
using the ScheffÃ©test. From Fig. 4 it is seen that, whereas
the lower limit of the LROC spread of the â€œgeographi
calâ€•display is comparable with the others, the upper
limit is somewhat lower than the others. This implies that
nobody performed particularly well using this display.
Again, no obvious differences were found among the
other displays.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Any attempt to interpret these results involvesa study
of the regionsof the â€œeffectivedynamic rangeâ€•at which
lesionsare likely to occur. When questioned, all observers
admitted that, in general, a value for background sub
traction ofabout 5% was used throughout, whereas the
value for saturation level was about 60% for brains and
100% for livers. Thus lesions tended to be present in the
lower-middle of the range for brains and towards the
upper end for livers. This would correspond respectively
to orangeand yellow for the â€œheated-objectspectrumâ€•
and to green and red for the â€œgeographicalâ€•display.

sented in Table 2. The order of observation of each dis
play for a given observer is contained in parentheses.
Observers 1and 3 had no previous experience of this type
of experiment and were relatively inexperiencedin the
field of nuclear medicine. Observer 3 showed some de
gree of red-greencolorblindnessusingthe Ishihara test
and was graded color-perception 3 using the Holmes
Wright Defence Lantern. The other observers had nor
mal color vision (color-perception 1).

A statistical analysis of the results in Table 2 is shown
in Table 3. It appears that the effect of learning has not
influenced the results, whereas interobserver and inter
display effects are significant at the 10% level. In the
latter case it appears from the data that this is mainly due
to one display producing better results than the
others.

The root-mean-square error of a single points value
was estimated as 11.8 from the Latin square residual
value. Using the ScheffÃ©method of comparison, the
points total for the â€œheated-objectspectrumâ€•was then
shown to be significantly better at the 10%level than the
mean points total for the other three displays. This
finding is demonstrated in Fig. 3, where both upper and
lower limits of the LROC spread are raised for this dis
play. This study does not show any obvious differences
among the other displays.

LROC spreads correspondingto the variousdisplays
for liver images are shown in Fig. 4. Points totals (order
of observation in parentheses) and the subsequent sta
tistical analysis are contained in Tables 4 and 5, re
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Observer Black-on-whfte White-On-black Geo@'aphicaI Heated-object

TABLE 5.ANALYSIS OF VARIANCEUSINGPOINT TOTALSFORLIVERIMAGESSourceSumof

squaresDee'ees of freedomVariance estimateFratioDisplay

Observer
Order
Residual801.2

536.2
1014.7
537.93

3
3
6267.1

178.7
338.2

89.62.98

1.99
3.77Total2890.015
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TABLE 4. POINTS TOTALS FOR EACH RUN USING LIVER IMAGES, WiTh ORDER OF OBSERVATION
IN PARENTHESES

1 -8(1) 8(2) â€”26(3) 4(4)
2
3

â€”11(3)
-4(4)
14(2)

14(4)
â€”12(3)
â€”2(1)

â€”22(1)
-6(2)

â€”12(4)

5(2)
â€”29(1)

14(3)4

Total â€”9 8 â€”66 â€”6

. Latin square shown here is orthogonal to that chosen for brains, i.e.,ifiand jare respective positions in orders of observation

for brainsandlivers,theni andj appearinsameplaceon correspondingLatinsquaresonceandonlyonce.

Pizer and Chan (6) showed that observers were more
sensitive to small changes in intensity in the orange re
gion of the â€œheated-objectspectrumâ€•than in the yellow
region. Moreover, in the version of the display used in the
present study, the luminance differences (calculated
from Table I and the luminance contributions to white
of the three guns) were much greater in the orange re
gion. In the case of the â€œgeographicalâ€•display, the dif
ferende in luminance between adjacent levels of green
was twice that for red. For TV gray-scale displays, it is
commonly assumed (14) that the change in intensity that
will be' just noticeable is a constant fraction of the back
ground intensity (Weber's law). It would therefore follow
from Table 1 that adjacent gray levels should be slightly
more readily distinguished at lower intensities.

It might therefore be expected that the â€œheated-object
spectrumâ€•would be much better for brain images than
for liver images; the â€œgeographicalâ€•display somewhat
better; â€œwhite-on-blackâ€•slightly better; and â€œblack
on-whiteâ€•slightly worse. Although it is not possible to
measure these effects directly using the available data,
it can be seen from Tables 2 and 4 that, relative to each
other, the results for the various displays are in reason
able accordance with predictions.

The residual errors occurring in this study are greater
than those obtained previously (8). It is felt that this is
due mainly to the observer being allowed to set his own
â€œeffectivedynamic range,â€•which introduces an addi
tional jitter term.

The total residual error in each case will, of course,

include any interactive terms present, e.g., if observers
learn at different rates. The individual residuals for the
various runs were calculated and the larger ones exam
med.

Two possible effects became evident. The poor start
made by Observer 1, using brain images, could be due
to his relative inexperience, while the fact that Observer
3 was partially color-blind might explain why his results
for color displays ofliver images were inconsistent with
those of the other observers. However, the latter effect
is not apparent in the results for brain images and is
difficult to explain in terms of the colors involved.

The last point raises the question of whether the four
observers are a representative sample of personnel
training in nuclear medicine. Clearly an increase in the
number of observers would be advantageous, and any
conclusions should be viewed with this in mind.

In answer to our first two questions, the â€œheated-object
spectrumâ€•appears to be better than the other displays
for observing brain images on the aforementioned TV
system. Whether this is due to the greater number of
levels used, compared with the gray-scale displays, or to
the design of this display, is not proved and will be the
subject of future research. For both brain and liver im
ages, however, this display gives better results than the
â€œgeographicalâ€•display, which has even more color levels,
indicating the importance of display design. No other
conclusions are obvious regarding the use of color dis
plays for liver images, since the â€œheated-objectspec
trumâ€•(as designed in this experiment) appears to be
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roughly on a par with the gray-scale displays. It does
appear, however, that the choice of display depends on
the organ to be imaged, due to important differences in
the required and available information.

FOOTNOTES

* The term â€œdisplayâ€• is used throughout to infer â€œpseudocolor

mappingâ€•as defined by Pratt (1).
t A color level is uniquely defined by its brightness, hue, and satu

ration.
t EMI Prowest PMC
I Asahi Pentax III,
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